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90407  Blue ABS with enclosed weights for 
            easier cleaning control
90408   Large shaped white ABS vacuum 
             with protective vinyl  bumper, 
             weights and side brushes 
90409   Large shaped white ABS vacuum 
             with protective vinyl bumper and 
             weights
90423  Special contour shape deluxe 
            vacuum with protective vinyl bumper 
            and weights(W/full bumper) 
90428  Simple vacuum head
90448  Triangular vacuum head with 
             protective vinyl bumper and  swivel 
             connection
90452  Ttriangular shaped,weight see-thru 
            design with protective  vinyl bumper   
90460  Vacuum head with air relief valve 
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NINGBO SPLASH POOL APPLIANCE CO.,LTD
Add: Western Part of Yinxian Ave Ningbo China

Postal Code: 315176
Tel: 86 574 8800 1888
Fax: 86 574 8805 8687

Web: www.splash-pool.com
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90406  19″(48cm) vacuum head for concrete 
             pools with urethane  wheels(x12) 
90416  19″(48cm) vacuum head for concrete 
             pools with ABS wheels(x12)
90429  Vacuum head
90430  Vacuum head with aluminum pole
90451  14″(35cm) vacuum head on wheels for 
             concrete pools. 
90453  14″(35cm) vacuum head on wheels with 
            side-brushes for vinyl and concrete 
             pools.  
90454  Vacuum head with ABS handle,
            stainless steel wheel axels
90455  Heavy-duty flexible vacuum with 
            6 weights and bearing wheels
90456  Venturi leaf bagger includes handle,
            wheels and ployester drawstring leaf bags 
            connects to standard garden hose
90457 Venturi leaf bagger includes handle,
           brushes and ployester drawstring leaf 
           bags connects to standard garden hose
90458 13.8”(35cm)Aluminum vacuum head with 
           spring clip
90459 17.7″(45cm) Aluminum vacuum head with 
            spring clip
90462 Underwater vacuum cleaner perfect for 
           above ground pool,spas,ponds&fountains
90463 Underwater vacuum cleaner perfect for 
           above ground pool,spas,ponds&fountains 
           with brushes
90464 13.8″(35cm) Aluminum vacuum head 
           with butterfly handle and screws
90465 17.7″(45cm) Aluminum vacuum head with 
            butterfly handle and screws
90470 Vacuum head with a three-way telescopic
            pole of 4′(122cm) total
90489 Underwater vacuum cleaner perfect for 
           above ground pool,spas,ponds&fountains 
           with an alu.poles of 48″(122cm)
90490 Underwater vacuum cleaner perfect for 
           above ground  pool,spas,ponds&fountains 
           with an alu. poles of 48″(122cm)  & 
           brushes 

 

90406  19″(48cm) vacuum head for concrete 
             pools with urethane  wheels(x12) 
90416  19″(48cm) vacuum head for concrete 
             pools with ABS wheels(x12)
90429  Vacuum head
90430  Vacuum head with aluminum pole
90451  14″(35cm) vacuum head on wheels for 
             concrete pools. 
90453  14″(35cm) vacuum head on wheels with 
            side-brushes for vinyl and concrete 
             pools.  
90454  Vacuum head with ABS handle,
            stainless steel wheel axels
90455  Heavy-duty flexible vacuum with 
            6 weights and bearing wheels
90456  Venturi leaf bagger includes handle,
            wheels and ployester drawstring leaf bags 
            connects to standard garden hose
90457 Venturi leaf bagger includes handle,
           brushes and ployester drawstring leaf 
           bags connects to standard garden hose
90458 13.8”(35cm)Aluminum vacuum head with 
           spring clip
90459 17.7″(45cm) Aluminum vacuum head with 
            spring clip
90462 Underwater vacuum cleaner perfect for 
           above ground pool,spas,ponds&fountains
90463 Underwater vacuum cleaner perfect for 
           above ground pool,spas,ponds&fountains 
           with brushes
90464 13.8″(35cm) Aluminum vacuum head 
           with butterfly handle and screws
90465 17.7″(45cm) Aluminum vacuum head with 
            butterfly handle and screws
90470 Vacuum head with a three-way telescopic
            pole of 4′(122cm) total
90489 Underwater vacuum cleaner perfect for 
           above ground pool,spas,ponds&fountains 
           with an alu.poles of 48″(122cm)
90490 Underwater vacuum cleaner perfect for 
           above ground  pool,spas,ponds&fountains 
           with an alu. poles of 48″(122cm)  & 
           brushes 
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